APPENDIX J
REAL ESTATE PLAN

CWPPRA Projects:

TE-18 Timbalier Island Plantings Demonstration
TE-20 Isle Dernieres Restoration – East Island
TE-24 Isle Dernieres Restoration – Trinity Island
TE-25 / TE-30 East Timbalier Sediment Restoration – Phases 1 & 2
TE-27 Whiskey Island Restoration
TE-29 Raccoon Island Breakwaters Demonstration
TE-37 New Cut Dune and Marsh Restoration
TE-40 Timbalier Island Dune and Marsh Restoration
TE-47 Ship Shoal: Whiskey West Flank Restoration
TE-48 Raccoon Island Shoreline Protection / Marsh Creation
TE-50 Whiskey Island Back Barrier Marsh Creation
TE-52 West Belle Pass Barrier Headland Restoration
TE-53 Enhancement of Barrier Island Vegetation Demonstration
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Federally Owned Lands:
There are no federally owned lands in the project right-of-way.
Mineral Exploration:
Throughout the project area, several oil and gas pipelines are present. Pipeline crossings occur
within the island footprints, between the islands, and within the vicinity of the islands inshore
waters. These pipelines are used to transport crude oil and natural gas from wells to facilities
scattered throughout the Terrebonne Basin. These lines will be identified, marked and protected
during construction and renourishment. It has been determined that due to the nature of this
project, the placement of sediment on these lines will pose no adverse impact on the pipelines.
Although the mineral rights underlying the islands’ surface are privately held, it was determined
that no acquisition of mineral rights was necessary to protect project benefits. As discussed on
pg. 16 in the section on Emergent Lands, the exercise of mineral rights does not appear to require
use of the islands’ surface. Much of the existing mineral activity in the project area occurs in
open water, and Federal and state regulatory programs are in place to protect the islands from
unacceptable adverse impacts. These programs require that activities be conducted in a manner
that causes the least environmental impact. Accordingly, where an activity can feasibly be
conducted from open water, such alternatives generally would be permitted over alternatives
impacting the surface of the islands.
In addition, the LDWF has established procedures for granting permits for exploratory activities
on its WMAs. These procedures would apply to Whiskey, Raccoon and portions of Trinity/East
Islands, as they are part of the Isles Dernieres Barrier Islands Refuge. Below is a list of
requirements from the LDWF.
The LDWF requires a request for permit be submitted in writing. A “Conditions of Letter of
Permission to Conduct Seismic Activity in the State of Louisiana” form must be signed by the
company proposing exploration. If the LDWF grants the permit in accordance with regulations,
there are still other actions that must be taken prior to beginning exploration. The seismic
company must request a Natural Heritage review and submit a Notification of Beginning of
Seismic Exploration form. In addition, the company must hold a public meeting. Below are
some additional requirements and restrictions that are typical for LDWF owned and managed
areas:
1. Compensatory mitigation is required to offset unavoidable wetland impacts.
2. No activities will be allowed on emergent islands or vegetated wetlands
3. The company must work closely with LDWF in conducting operations with the purpose of
minimizing any adverse effects and protecting and preserving the fish, birds, animals and
other wildlife, including reefs and oyster beds, in the area.
4. A compliance inspector, with proper qualifications acceptable to LDWF will be funded by
Grantee/Lessee to ensure that the geophysical provisions are met and to provide a weekly email status report to LDWF and a final report of project activities.
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5. All transportation equipment will require approval of LDWF prior to use
6. The seismic project shall be supervised by a seismic agent or other LDWF representative.
In addition to these regulations in place by the LDWF, any activity in the marshes (wetlands) is
regulated by Section 404 of the Clean Water Act under the purview of the USACE.
Induced Flooding:
This project will not induce flooding.
Zoning Ordinances:
Zoning ordinances will not be enacted in lieu of obtaining letter agreements from the non-federal
entities or easements from private owners.
Facility/Utility Relocations:
There are no relocations associated with construction or renourishment of the project. Only
agreements to allow cover to be put over the existing pipeline crossings in the island footprints
will be necessary.
Throughout the project area, several oil and gas pipelines are present. Pipeline crossings occur
within the island footprints, between the islands, and within the vicinity of the islands inshore
waters. These pipelines are used to transport oil crude and natural gas from wells to facilities
scattered throughout the Terrebonne Basin. There appears to be a total of 12 oil and gas
pipelines within the project area eleven of which are currently active.
Several State and Federal projects have included restoration features that involved placing fill
over existing lines in this project vicinity. For Federal projects, the USACE has obtained a
“Letter of No Objection” from the pipeline owners. The State typically obtains a “Pipeline Right
of Way Access Agreement” when placing material over private pipelines. In addition, when a
private entity submits a Right of Way Grant in order to place a pipeline within State
waterbottoms, the grant states that the grant is subservient to State/Federal projects. A copy of
the State’s Right of Way Grant is enclosed in Exhibit V. The LA State land managers have also
stated they have not had problems working with pipeline companies across the barrier islands,
and that pipeline owners have always welcomed additional cover for their lines because of the
added protection it provides.
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The following chart presents oil and gas pipelines in or near the project areas.
REACH

Pipeline ID

Company

Status

Island Location

1

1498

United Gas Pipeline Company

Active

East Timbalier

1

2778

Duke Energy Hydrocarbons, LLC

Active

East Timbalier

1

3604

Cheveron Pipeline Co.

Active

East Timbalier

1

3043

Tennessee Gas Transmission Company

Active

East Timbalier

1

5796 \ 5797

California Oil Company

Abandoned

East Timbalier

1

2567

Equilon Pipeline Company, LLC

Active

Western Timbalier

1

9882

Louisiana Offshore Gathering S

Active

Eastern Timbalier

2

6138

Comstock Offshore, LLC

Active

East\Wine Islands

2

9145

Bayou City Pipelines, INC

Active

Whiskey\Trinity

2

3860

Williams Field Service Co.

Active

East Raccoon

2

7602

Trunkline Gas Company

Active

West Raccoon

There are several State Leases to Hilcorp Energy Company on Timbalier Island. As a project
feature, an access channel will be provided to two of these facilities, the SL 301 #101 well and
tank battery #19. The access channel will impact approximately 6 acres of state owned
waterbottoms. Based on communications with the Hilcorp Operations Manager for the
Terrebonne Bay Area, access is not required for any of its other facilities. The SL 16529 #2 well
was plugged and abandoned in early 2010. Although a well at SL 16529 #1 is still active and
producing, Hilcorp is amenable to plugging and abandoning it in the future mainly because this
well head is not accessible by land or water. Engineering did not identify this well as a relocation
item; however, during Preconstruction Engineering and Design phase, further investigations will
be conducted. Due to time constraints, a preliminary compensable interest report could not be
prepared to assess the project’s impact on SL 16529 #1. Prior to project construction, a
Compensable Interest Report may need to be prepared in regards to the plugging and abandoning
of this well. Access will also be maintained to a Tennessee Connection facility on the western
end of the island. The access channel will impact approximately 2 acres of state owned
waterbottoms. Maps are located in Exhibit VI depicting the location of the facilities and wells
on Timbalier that are within the project footprint.
Numerous other oil and gas production areas are located in the project area, including oil and gas
wells and abandoned non-hazardous waste pits. These facilities/utilities are not anticipated to be
impacted by the project.
Navigation Servitude:
Derived from the Commerce Clause of the U.S. Constitution, article 1, section 8, clause 3, the
navigation servitude is the dominant right of the United States to use, control, and regulate
navigable waters and submerged lands. Because this is an ecosystem restoration project, it is
assumed at this time that the Navigation Servitude will not be asserted.
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Acquisition Prior to Project Partnering Agreement (PPA):
The Non-Federal Sponsor prepared the Feasibility Study and is therefore aware of the risks
associated with the acquisition of private interests prior to congressional authorization of the
NER plan and the signing of the PPA.
Landowner Attitude:
The Non Federal Sponsor, the Louisiana Department of Wildlife and Fisheries, and private
owners appear to be in favor of the construction of the NER plan for this project.

This report has been prepared by the undersigned in accordance with Chapter 12 of the ER405-112.
Significant contributions to the preparation of this report were provided by Ronnie Rabalais, SJB
Group, LLC, Division Manager Real Estate Services.
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Erin A. Clark
USACE Appraiser
September 22, 2010

Reviewed By:

______________________
Judith Y. Gutierrez
Chief, Appraisal & Planning
September 22, 2010
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